Cluster analysis has attracted more and more attention in the field of machine learning and data mining. Numerous clustering algorithms have been proposed and are being developed due to diverse theories and various requirements of emerging applications. Therefore, it is very worth establishing an unified axiomatic framework for data clustering. In the literature, it is an open problem and has been proved very challenging. In this paper, clustering results are axiomatized by assuming that an proper clustering result should satisfy categorization axioms. The proposed axioms not only introduce classification of clustering results and inequalities of clustering results, but also are consistent with prototype theory and exemplar theory of categorization models in cognitive science. Moreover, the proposed axioms lead to three principles of designing clustering algorithm and cluster validity index, which follow many popular clustering algorithms and cluster validity indices.
Introduction
Categorization is a fundamental ability for people to cognise objects in the world (Lakoff, 1987) . It is always a wish that a computer can have categorization ability like human being. Generally speaking, when seeing the objects in the world, a computer can categorize them into some concepts, such as tree, sky, water, and cat, and so on. As for computer, categorization means that objects are grouped into categories, including classification and cluster analysis. Classification requires some objects with category label, cluster analysis needs no object with category label except that semi-supervised clustering needs some informa-tion about category label . In Big Data time, the number of unlabelled objects becomes more and more large so that cluster analysis plays a more important role as a pivotal part of exploratory data analysis. Up to now, cluster analysis can not be well formalized as (Jain, 2010; Everitt et al., 2011; Ackerman, 2012) pointed out, but it is well known that its elementary requirements are to divide n objects into c classes so that the objects in the same class are similar and the objects in different classes are dissimilar.
Data clustering has been extensively applied for diverse requirements, such as VLSI design (Wei and Cheng, 1989) ,topic discovery (Hofmann, 1999) ,community detection (Newman and Leicht, 2007) ,image segmentation (Goldberger et al., 2002) ,collaborative filtering (Hofmann, 2004) ,personalized recommendation (Shepitsen et al., 2008) ,and so on. And many theories have been applied to design clustering algorithms, such as Gestalt theory (Zahn, 1971) ,probability theory (Redner and Walker, 1984) ,information theory (Tishby et al., 1995) ,ratedistortion theory (Rose et al., 1990) ,fuzzy logic (Bezdek, 1974) ,graph theory (Wu and Leahy, 1993) ,cognitive science (Shepard and Arabie, 1979) ,matrix decomposition (Xu et al., 2003) ,game theory (Pavan and Pelillo, 2007) ,quantum mechanics (Horn and Gottlieb, 2001) ,etc. Therefore, it is worth developing an unified axiomatic framework for data clustering to deal with common clustering properties. An appropriated axiomatic framework for data clustering can help us understand the properties of clustering, and provide principles of designing clustering algorithm and cluster validity index.
There are three ways to deal with the axiomatization of cluster analysis in the literature. One way is to axiomatize clustering criterion (popular clustering criterion is objective function of a clustering algorithm). When admissible reformulation functions are taken as clustering criteria, (Karayiannis, 1999) presented an axiomatic approach to soft learning vector quantization (LVQ) and clustering; when cost function is taken as clustering criterion, (Puzicha et al., 2000) designed some kind of clustering algorithms to satisfy invariance (including permutation invariance, scale invariance, shift invariance), monotonicity and robustness for dissimilarity matrix. Second way is to consider a clustering algorithm as an a clustering function and axiomatize clustering function. When clustering function is defined as a mapping from a feature matrix to a partition matrix, (Wright, 1973) proposed twelve consistent axioms for clustering function, a few clustering algorithm is studied based on (Wright, 1973 )'s clustering axioms as (Wright, 1973) 's clustering axioms seem to be too demanding for many clustering functions in the literature. When clustering function is defined as a mapping from n objects with pairwise distances to a hard partition, (Jardine and Sibson, 1971) established an axiomatic framework of hierarchical clustering, (Kleinberg, 2003) introduced a surprising but more highly influential impossibility theorem for clustering by three axioms: no clustering function satisfies scale invariance, richness and consistency. As (Correa-Morris, 2013) pointed out, (Kleinberg, 2003) 's work is accepted as a rigorous proof of the difficulty in finding a unified framework for different clustering approaches. Hence, subsequent researches devoted to finding a possibility theorem for specific clustering algorithms by relaxing Kleinberg's axioms. (Zadeh and Ben-David, 2009 ) proved that single linkage clustering algorithm can satisfy the relaxed Kleinberg's axioms. (Zadeh, 2010) has further characterized Single Linkage and Max-Sum based on relaxed Kleinberg's axioms. (Correa-Morris, 2013 ) improved Kleinberg's results for specific clustering algorithms by considering the algorithm parameters. Third way is to axiomatize clustering quality measure (cluster validity index), (Ackerman and Ben-David, 2008) have proved that several clustering quality measures satisfy Kleinberg's axioms without impossibility.
Obviously, the above three ways of axiomatizing cluster analysis do not characterize clustering results but clustering criterion, clustering function or clustering quality measure respectively. In the literature, Wright (Wright, 1973) has questioned what is the nature of the results of cluster analysis, but reduced it to cluster quality (cluster validity) issue. Von Luxburg and Ben-David (Von Luxburg and Ben-David, 2005) have stated that an interesting clustering result should have a large distance to predefined uninteresting clustering results such as the trivial clustering results, and pointed out that it should be defined what a clustering result should not be and such a concept has not yet been studied from a theoretical point of view. Golla-pudi, Kumar, and Sivakumar (Gollapudi et al., 2006) have made a try to define what constitutes an acceptable clustering result from a pairwise distance point of view but focused on finding some efficient algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, no works on axiomatizing clustering result has been done in the literature. In this paper, we devote to developing an axiomatic framework of qualitatively characterizing clustering results, consistent with human cognition.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) Based on the definition of cluster (dis)similarity mapping, representation of clustering result is proposed.
2) Clustering results are axiomatized by three categorization axioms.
3) The proposed axioms can not only classify clustering results into proper clustering, overlapping clustering and improper clustering, but also classify partition into proper partition, overlapping partition and improper partition. Moreover, boundary set is theoretically defined based on sample separation axiom. 4) Sample separation axiom can follow several inequalities about clustering results.
5) The proposed axioms can follow three principles of developing clustering algorithm and three principles of designing cluster validity index,which can not only deduce many famous clustering algorithms such as C-means, Classification Maximum Likelihood, Model based clustering, but also review several cluster validity indices.
The rest of the paper is organized as below: In section 2, how to represent a clustering result is studied. In section 3, the categorization axioms for clustering results are introduced, and the properties of clustering results are studied based on the proposed axioms. In section 4, how to design a clustering algorithm is discussed, and some related clustering algorithms are discussed. Section 5 discusses the relation between separation axioms and cluster validity index. In the final, the conclusions and some discussions are presented.
Representation of Clustering Results
Data clustering usually consists of four parts: data representation, clustering criterion, clustering algorithm, cluster validity. As discussed in Section 1, there are some good works in the literature to devoting to axiomatization of clustering criterion, clustering function or clustering quality measure. However, little attention has been paid to axiomatizing clustering re-sults based on data representation in the literature. In this paper, we will study how to represent a clustering result when the given data set X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } is grouped into c clusters X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c .
For a clustering result, it has two kinds of cluster representation: cognitive cluster representation and extensional cluster representation. Cognitive cluster representation is originated from intensional definition of cluster, which is denoted by X = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }, where X i represents X i . Extensional cluster representation is based on extensional definition, which is represented by U = [u ik ] c×n , where u ik ≥ 0 represents the membership that x k belongs to cluster X i .
As for cognitive cluster representation, it needs to define what a cluster is in essence. Obviously, to define a cluster is equivalent to define a category, but (Wittgenstein, 1953) had questioned the assumption that important concepts of categories could be defined in a unified classical definition. In the following, cluster and category are interchangeable in this paper. As a classical definition requires a necessary and sufficient characteristics, what a cluster is cannot have a unified classical definition (Everitt et al., 2011) . Cognitive scientists have developed different theories of categorization to represent categories such as prototype theory (Rosch, 1978) and exemplar theory (Medin and Schaffer, 1978) , which provide the foundation for cognitive category representation.
According to prototype theory, a category can be represented by a prototype and a prototype is usually represented by features. Therefore, the cognitive category representation X i for a cluster X i can be rep-
, τ is the dimensionality of cluster feature, which may be different from the dimensionality of the data set X. Hence, cognitive category representation of a clustering result X = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c } can be represented by a cluster
Not all cognitive category representation of clustering results of prototype based clustering algorithms can be represented by cluster feature matrix. In the literature, sometimes a prototype refers to an ideal object (Murphy, 2004) . For example, prototype based clustering algorithm affinity propagation (Frey and Dueck, 2007) assumes that a cluster is represented by one object, and its clustering result cannot be represented by cluster feature matrix.
According to exemplar theory, a category is represented by multiple exemplars, such a cognitive category representation is called exemplar cluster representation. In the literature of cluster analysis, exemplar cluster representation includes tree and graph connected component. Tree representation re-sults in hierarchical clustering (Sneath, 1957 ), a connected component represents a cluster for minimum cut (Wei and Cheng, 1989) ,Markov clustering algorithm (van Dongen, 2000) ,and support vector clustering (Ben-Hur et al., 2002) . However, not all clustering algorithms have an explicit cognitive cluster representation, for example, pairwise data clustering (Hofmann and Buhmann, 1997) ,Information based clustering (Slonim et al., 2005) ,dominant set clustering (Pavan and Pelillo, 2007) , and so on. Under such a case, we assume a latent cognitive cluster representation exists, which is still represented by X = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }. In this paper, it is always supposed that a cognitive category representation exists for a cluster.
As for extensional cluster representation U , it gives only information about partition. In mathematical terms, a clustering result can be represented by a partition matrix U = [u ik ] c×n . In the literature, various constraints on partition matrix result in different partitions as follows:
Depending on the type of partition, clustering algorithm can be classified into hard clustering and soft clustering.
Hard Clustering: If a clustering algorithm outputs a hard partition, it is called hard clustering.
Soft Clustering: If a clustering algorithm outputs a soft or a possibilistic partition, it is called soft clustering.
In theory, cognitive category representation should have categorization ability. According to cognitive science, categorization is based on the similarity of an object to the underlying cluster representation. Based on this idea, a category similarity mapping is introduced in order to measure the similarity between objects and clusters.
Category similarity mapping:
Sim: X × {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c } → R + is called category similarity mapping if larger Sim(x k , X i ) means more similar between x k and X i , smaller Sim(x k , X i ) means less similar between x k and X i .
Similarly, category dissimilarity mapping can be defined as follows:
Category dissimilarity mapping: Ds: X × {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c } → R + is called category dissimilarity mapping if larger Ds(x k , X i ) means less similar between x k and X i , smaller Ds(x k , X i ) means larger similar between x k and X i .
According to the above analysis, a clustering result should be associated with a category similarity mapping Sim or a category dissimilarity mapping Ds. Usually, category (dis)similarity mapping is given by its corresponding clustering algorithm. For example,
holds for single linkage, where X i = X i . Therefore, a clustering result can be represented by (X, U, Sim) or (X, U, Ds).
Separation Axioms and Categorization Equivalency Principle for Clustering Results
Clearly, not all partitions correspond to a clustering result (X, U, Sim) or (X, U, Ds).What makes a clustering result different from a partition? At least, a clustering result should satisfy the elementary requirements of cluster analysis, but a partition does not have such constraints. In other words, the elementary requirements of cluster analysis can be considered as the common properties of clustering results, which means two facts:
• For each object, its intra cluster similarity should be greater than its inter cluster similarity. It means each object can be categorized into one cluster and only one cluster according to cluster similarity mapping. Otherwise, there exist one object belonging to two and more clusters, in other words, some objects in the different clusters are more similar than some objects in the same cluster, which contradicts the elementary requirements of cluster analysis as it requires that objects in the same cluster should be more similar, objects in different clusters should be more dissimilar. This fact is called sample separation.
• For each cluster, there exists at least one object, its intra cluster similarity with respect to this cluster should be greater than its inter cluster similarity in order to keep each cluster not null.
Otherwise, there exists one cluster, no object belong to this cluster in essence. It also contradicts the elementary requirements of cluster analysis as it requires that a cluster in a clustering result at least has one object in order to make a partition. This fact is called cluster separation.
Transparently, sample separation and category separation are self-evident for a clustering result and can be considered as axioms for clustering results. In mathematical terms, if (X, U, Sim) is a clustering result of the data set X, then it satisfies two separation axioms.
.
2) Category Separation Axiom: ∀i∃k ∀j
For a clustering result (X, U, Sim), (X, Sim) result in a categorization of the dat set X by separation axioms, and the corresponding partition U also represents a categorization. For a clustering result, its cognitive category representation should have the same categorization ability as its extensional cluster representation in common sense. Therefore, a clustering result (X, U, Sim) of the data set X = {x 1 , x x , · · · , x n } should satisfy categorization equivalency axiom as follows.
Therefore, a cognitive category representation is equivalent to a partition for a clustering result when categorizing an object if categorization equivalency axiom holds. In this sense, a clustering result can be represented by its corresponding cognitive category representation or its corresponding partition for the sake of brevity in practice. Sometimes, ∀i∀k(Sim(x k , X i ) = u ik ), categorization equivalency axiom becomes a tautology, a clustering result can be represented by U . Roughly speaking, separation axioms are more essential requirements for a clustering result.
When a clustering result of the data set X is represented by (X, U, Ds), two separation axioms can be expressed as follows:
Similarly, categorization equivalent axiom can be expressed as follows:
∀k(arg max i u ik = arg min i Ds(x k , X i )).
Considered the equivalence between dissimilarity and similarity in some sense, a clustering algorithm usually uses one. In this paper, separation axioms are used to denote the above two cases.
Based on the above analysis, several properties about clustering results can be proved such as Theorem 1 and 2.
and categorization equivalency axiom holds, then that U is hard partition is equivalent to that separation axioms hold for (X, U, Sim).
Proof. If U is a hard partition, then
). According to categorization equivalency axiom,
, which means category separation axiom holds. Therefore, if U is a hard partition, separation axioms hold for (X, U, Sim).
Similarly, if separation axioms hold for (X, U, Sim), then U is a hard partition.
Theorem 2. If a clustering result (X, U, Sim) satisfies category separation axiom, then we have two conclusions.
1. ∀i∀j ((i = j) → (X i = X j )).
There exists at least c objects
Proof. For a clustering result (X, U, Sim), there exist i = j such that X i = X j . . According to category separation axiom, for cluster X i , there exists an object x ki such that Sim(x ki , X i ) > Sim(x ki , X j ). However,
It is a contradiction. In other words, the first conclusion is proved.
Similarly, if category separation axiom hold, for cluster X i there exists an object x ki such that ∀j((j = i) → (Sim(x ki , X i ) > Sim(x ki , X j ))). If there exist i = j such that x ki = x kj , then Sim(x ki , X i ) > Sim(x ki , X j ) and Sim(x kj , X j ) > Sim(x kj , X i ). Since x ki = x kj , it means that Sim(x ki , X i ) > Sim(x kj , X j ) and Sim(x kj , X j ) > Sim(x ki , X i ), which is a contradiction. Therefore, the second conclusion is proved. Hence, the proof is finished.
Classification of Clustering Results and Boundary Set
The proposed separation axioms can classify clustering results into three types as follows:
Proper clustering: If a clustering result follows separation axioms, such a clustering result is proper.
Overlapping clustering: If a clustering result obeys category separation axiom but violates sample separation axiom, it is called overlapping clustering.
Improper clustering: If a clustering result violates category separation axiom, it is called improper clustering.
Obviously, proper clustering and overlapping clustering are useful in practice.
In cluster analysis community, overlapping clusters are usually taken as meaningful (Jardine and Sibson, 1971) and (Ding and He, 2004) , and have real applications such as categorization in cognitive science (Shepard and Arabie, 1979) , community detection in complex networks (Palla et al., 2005) , movie recommendation (Banerjee et al., 2005) , etc.
However, a good clustering result is not expected to be an improper clustering. In particular, a clustering algorithm is not expected to generate improper clustering results when the given data set has a well clustered structure. Improper clustering has different cases. Two special cases of improper clustering can be defined as follows.
Coincident clustering: For X = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }, if ∃i∃j((i = j)∧(X i = X j )), it can be called coincident clustering.
Totally coincident clustering:
For X = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }, if ∀i∀j(X i = X j ), it is called totally coincident clustering.
By categorization equivalency axiom, we can offer a classification of partition according to the the classification of clustering results as follows:
More detailed, several special cases of improper partition can be defined as follows.
Uninformative partition: U π = [π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π c ] T ⊗ 1 1×n is called uninformative partition, where ⊗ represents Kronecker product, 1 denotes the vector of all 1's.
Absolute uninformative partition:
In the literature, many clustering algorithms have been reported to produce improper clustering. For example, Possibilistic C-means has the undesirable tendency to produce coincident clustering (Barni et al., 1996) , absolute uninformative partition has been pointed out to be a fixed point of EM for Gaussian Mixture (Figueiredo and Jain, 2000) , and similar result has been discovered by (Newman and Leicht, 2007) when applying probabilistic mixture models and the expectation-maximization algorithm into detecting community, General C-means has coincident clustering with mild conditions, and many algorithms can output totally coincident clustering, which is usually the mass center of the given data set, details can be seen in (Yu, 2005) .
According to the above analysis, separation axioms are independent, which can be proved as Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. For soft clustering, separation axioms are independent of each other when categorization equivalency axiom holds.
Proof. According to the previous analysis, uninformative partition and overlapping clustering correspond to some clustering results. For U π = [π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π c ] T ⊗ 1 1×n , if ∀i = j, π i = π j , then U π follows sample separation axiom but violates category separation axiom. As for overlapping clustering, category separation axiom hold but violates sample separation axiom. Therefore, the proof is finished.
In order to further study overlapping clustering, we introduce the definition of boundary set as follows.
Boundary set: If a data set with n objects is clustered into c groups for the category similarity mapping Sim: X × {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c } → R + , the boundary set is defined as (1).
Sim(x k , X i ) |> 1} (1) where | X | represents the cardinality of a set X. Similarly, the boundary set can be defined by category dissimilarity mapping.
When the boundary set is not empty, sample separation axiom does not hold. In practice, the boundary set may be important sometimes (Huang and Ng, 1999) . In theory, (Ben-David and Von Luxburg, 2008) studied the relation between the cluster boundary and the stability of a clustering algorithm from a probability point of view. Since different clustering algorithms have different category similarity mappings, the boundary set will depends on the given data set and the clustering algorithm. In the future, the relation between overlapping clustering and boundary set will be further studied.
Inequalities on Clustering Results
Separation axioms not only classify clustering results in theory, but also follow several inequalities on clustering results such as Theorem 4 and 5.
Theorem 4. Let (X, U, Sim) be a clustering result for the given data set X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n }. If categorization axioms hold, the inequality (2), (3), (4) and (5) hold.
Proof. 1) Since categorization axioms holds, ϕ(k) = arg max i u ik is well defined and ∀k(arg max i u ik = arg max i Sim(x k , X i )), thus the inequality Sim(x k , X ϕ(k) ) ≥ Sim(x k , X φ(k) ) ≥ 0 must hold. Therefore, the inequality (2) can be easily proved by multiplying the above inequality according to subscript k from 1 to n.
2) Similarly, the inequality (3) can be proved.
3) As Sim(x k , X ϕ(k) ) ≥ Sim(x k , X i ) ≥ 0, ∀i , therefore, we know that inequality (6) holds.
By summarizing inequality (6) according to subscript i from 1 to c, we can get inequality (7).
As c i=1 α i = 1, the inequality (4) can be easily proved by multiplying the inequality (7) according to subscript k from 1 to n.
4) As f is a convex function, we know that inequality (8) holds.
By similar analysis as above, we can get inequality (5).
In summary, the proof of Theorem 4 is finished.
By similar analysis of Theorem 4, we can prove Theorem 5.
Theorem 5. Let (X, U, Ds) be a clustering result for the given data set X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n }. If categorization axioms hold, the inequality (10), (11), (12) and (13) 
and f is a concave function, α i > 0 and c i=1 α i = 1.
Theorem 4 and 5 gives some qualitatively properties of clustering results when categorization axiom hold. Clearly, Theorem 4 and 5 show that the clustering result should reach the optimum of some functions, which gives some new interpretations of clustering algorithms. In Section 4.2, we will further discuss this issue.
Related Works
If U is a hard partition and the clustering result (X, U, Sim) satisfies sample separation axiom and categorization equivalency axiom, then objects belonging to the cluster X i have the common property: their similarities to the cognitive category representation X i are the maximal. In common sense, objects are similar to each other just because they have some common property. In this respect, objects in the same cluster can be considered similar to each other with respect to that above common property. From this point of view, sample separation axiom is consistent with Gestalt laws of grouping (Wertheimer, 1923) as Gestalt laws of grouping state that objects should be grouped together if they are similar to each other. Generally speaking, sample separation axiom explains quantitatively in what sense objects in the same cluster are similar to each other.
Moreover, sample separation axiom is consistent with two famous categorization theories in cognitive science: prototype theory of categorization (Rosch, 1978) , exemplar theory of categorization (Medin and Schaffer, 1978) . Prototype theory of categorization tells us that one object is categorized as one cluster A not other clusters just because it is more similar to the prototype of cluster A than it is to those of other clusters when a cluster is represented by a prototype. Exemplar theory of categorization tells us that one object is categorized as one cluster A not other clusters just because it is more similar to multiple exemplars of cluster A than it is to those multiple exemplars of other clusters when a cluster is represented by multiple exemplars. When U is a hard partition, prototype theory of categorization and exemplar theory of categorization are consistent with sample separation axiom. From the point of view in sample separation axiom, the difference between prototype theory and exemplar theory is cluster representation, and sample separation axiom seems to be a generalization of prototype theory and exemplar theory. Transparently, separation axioms present the common property that cluster results should satisfy.
In addition, some properties of category separation axiom have been pointed out in the literature. For example, when axiomatizing clustering function, (Wright, 1973) has taken it for granted that c clusters at least have c different objects when a given data set is divided into c clusters, which is a property of category separation axiom. When studying clustering techniques, (Bonner, 1964) though that it was desirable to have a core for each of the other cluster sets that are reasonably different from each other, which is also another property of cluster separation axiom. In particular, (Wright, 1973) pointed out a hard partition should satisfy mutually exclusive, totally exhaustive and nonempty, which can be guaranteed by separation axioms and categorization equivalency axiom as shown in Theorem 1.
Principles of Developing Clustering Algorithms
The common properties of clustering results can offer some principles to develop a clustering algorithm. For a clustering result, it should satisfy categorization equivalency axiom, sample separation axiom and cluster separation axiom. Inversely, three principles of developing a clustering algorithm can be presented based on categorization equivalency axiom, sample separation axiom and cluster separation axiom. In the following, we will discuss such three principles respectively.
Categorization Equivalency Principle
According to categorization equivalency axiom, its cognitive category representation is equivalent to its extensional cluster representation for a clustering result with respect to Sim or Ds. For a clustering result, its extensional cluster representation can be generated by its cognitive category representation with category similarity mapping. Inversely, the cognitive category representation can be determined by the corresponding extensional cluster representation and the given data set. Therefore, a clustering result should be a convergence point for the above mentioned iterated process. Considered the extensional cluster representation is a partition, a common idea of developing a clustering algorithm is to alternatively update the partition and the cognitive category representation, such as (Runkler and Bezdek, 1999; MacQueen et al., 1967) and so on. When such iterated process converges, it is easy to know that categorization equivalency axiom holds for the outputted clustering result. Hence, a framework of iterative clustering algorithm is developed based on categorization equivalency axiom as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Framework of Iterative Clustering Algorithm.
Require: I(X) represents the data set X, Initial Partition U ; Convergence Thresholds; Free Parameters; 1: repeat 2:
Update X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c by a partition U;
3:
Update U by cluster similarity mapping Sim(x k , X i ); 4: until Convergence thresholds are satisfied, output U or {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }
In the literature, many clustering algorithms can be described by Algorithm 1. How to define a cognitive category representation and a cluster similarity mapping is the core of developing a clustering algorithm. Different cluster representations and different category similarity mappings lead to diverse clustering algorithms. For example, Gath-Geva clustering (Gath and Geva, 1989) , Alternating Cluster estimation (Runkler and Bezdek, 1999) are consistent with categorization equivalency axiom. As two examples of Algorithm 1, we just rewrite Single linkage and C-means as Algorithm 2 and 3. More interestingly, Cmeans is a typical algorithm based on prototype theory of categorization, and single linkage is a typical algorithm based on exemplar theory of categorization.
Algorithm 2 Single Linkage Clustering Algorithm.
Require:
Similarity matrix S(X) represents the data set X, Initial Partition U = I n , where n is the number of objects; Convergence Thresholds: c denotes the number of clusters; 1: repeat 2:
Update X 1 = X 1 , X 2 = X 2 , · · · , X c = X c by a partition U;
3:
Update U by merging X i and X j if {i, j} = arg max j =i max x k ∈Xj Sim(x k , X i ), where Sim(x k , X i ) = max x l ∈Xi s kl ,; 4: until when the number of iterations reaches n − c, output U Algorithm 3 C-means Clustering Algorithm.
Require:
Feature matrix F (X) represents the data set X. Initial Partition U ; Convergence Thresholds: IT denotes the maximum number of iterations; Free Parameter: c denotes the number of clusters 1: repeat 2:
Update X 1 = mean(X 1 ), X 2 = mean(X 2 ), · · · , X c = mean(X c ) by a partition U;
3:
Update U by u ik = 1 if k = arg min i Ds(x k , X i ), otherwise u ik = 0, where Ds(x k , X i ) = x k − X i ; 4: until when the number of iterations reaches IT, output U
Cluster Compactness Principle
A clustering result should abide by sample separation axiom. However, sample separation axiom just is a minimum requirement for a clustering result. In theory, it is not enough for a good clustering result to just follow sample separation axiom in borderline. Theoretically, a good clustering result should keep away from violating sample separation axiom as far as possible. In other words, it is very important for every object that the intra cluster similarity should be greater than the inter cluster similarity as much as possible.
As larger intra cluster similarity means less inter cluster similarity, it is natural for a good clustering result to make the intra cluster similarity as larger as possible. Obviously, the larger intra cluster similarity, the more compact a clustering result. Consequently, when designing a clustering algorithm, cluster compactness principle can be stated as:
Cluster Compactness Principle: A clustering algorithm should make its clustering result as compact as possible.
More detailed, cluster compactness principle requires that the maximum similarity between one object and its corresponding cluster should be as larger as possible, which is also equivalent to the minimum dissimilarity between one object and its corresponding cluster should be as small as possible. In other words, the meaning of compactness in cluster compactness principle is maximal intra cluster similarity or minimal intra cluster variance.
Certainly, cluster compactness principle can be directly used to design an clustering criterion when cluster compactness is defined. Likely, different requirements lead to different definitions of cluster compactness. A general definition of cluster compactness criterion can be defined as follows.
Cluster Compactness Criterion: J C : {X} × {{X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }|∀i, X i represents X i } → R + is called cluster compactness criterion if the optimum of J C (X, {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }) corresponds to the clustering result with the largest cluster compactness.
According to Theorem 4 and 5, some cluster compactness criteria can be developed in theory. When ∀i, X i is fixed, k Sim(x k , X ϕ(k) ) can be considered as one kind of maximal intra cluster similarity where ϕ(k) = arg max i Sim(x k , X i ). By Theorem 4, the right term in inequality (2) can be considered as a cluster compactness measure for any partition, its maximum can reach the left term in inequality (2). In other words, the right term in inequality (2) can be chosen as a clustering criterion. Interestingly, maximizing such a clustering criterion can directly lead to Classification maximum likelihood under assumptions as follows.
Let the objects in cluster X i follow the distribution p(x, X i ), where X i is the distribution parameter, 1 ≤ i ≤ c respectively. Set Sim(x k , X i ) = p(x k , X i ), Theorem 4 requires that the clustering criterion (14) reaches the maximum in order to make the clustering result satisfy sample separation axiom.
where φ(k) is a function from {1, 2, · · · , n} to {1, 2, · · · , c}.
Therefore, maximizing k p(x k , X φ(k) ) is equivalent to maximizing k log p(x k , X φ(k) ), which results in Classification Maximum Likelihood approach for cluster analysis (Celeux and Govaert, 1993) .
Similarly, setting Sim(x k , X i ) = p(x k , X i ), the inequality (4) of Theorem 4 can lead to maximum likelihood approach for model based clustering as follows.
Obviously, the right term of the inequality (15) is the famous likelihood of mixture model (Redner and Walker, 1984) , which shows many model based clustering algorithms follow cluster compactness principle.
Likely, the right term of in inequality (10) in Theorem 5 represent intra cluster variance and can be considered as a clustering criterion. Minimizing such a clustering criterion can directly lead to C-means if setting Ds(x, X i ) = x − v i 2 , Theorem 5 requires minimizing of the clustering criterion (16) as follows:
It is easily proved that the optimal φ for minimizing the clustering criterion (16) is ϕ(k) = arg min i x k − v i 2 . Obviously, minimizing of the clustering criterion (16) is equivalent to minimizing the clustering criterion of C-means. By the same method, Theorem 5 also demands to minimize the clustering criterion of General C-means (Yu, 2005) as follows.
In addition, maximal intra cluster similarity is equivalent to minimal intra cluster variance in some cases.
In particular, if setting p(x, X i ) = κ exp( x − v i 2 /σ), where κ, σ are constant, negative log of the cluster criterion (14) of Classification Maximum Likelihood can be rewritten as (18) .
Minimizing (18) is equivalent to minimizing the clustering criterion (16) of C-means. Under such assumption, maximal intra cluster similarity is equivalent to minimal intra cluster variance.
Certainly, Theorem 4 and 5 offer new explanations for C-means, General c-means, Classification maximum likelihood and model based clustering, but not all cluster compactness criteria can be inferred from Theorem 4 and 5 such as (Clauset et al., 2004) .
In Table 1 , several clustering algorithms are developed based on cluster compactness principle, including C-means,K-modes (Huang, 1998) , fuzzy c-means, General stochastic block model (Shen et al., 2011) , Model based clustering (Fraley and Raftery, 2002) , CNM (Clauset et al., 2004) and so on.
In addition, Theorem 4 and 5 can lead to some new clustering criteria. In the following, two new clustering algorithms are presented based on Theorem 4 in order to show that the proposed axioms are helpful to design new clustering algorithms.
Let f = x m where m ≥ 1, the right term of inequality (5) in Theorem 4 can be used an the objective function (19) of a new clustering algorithm as follows:
In theory, maximizing (19) can lead to new different clustering algorithms depending on how to define Sim(x k , X i ).
Assume the data set X can be represented by a feature matrix. Set Sim(x k , X i ) = exp(−β −1 x k −v i 2 ), then (19) becomes (20).
The update equations of maximizing (20) can be written as follows:
Assume the data set X can be represented by an adjacency matrix A = [A kl ] n×n . Set Sim(x k , X i ) = l θ A kl il , where l θ il = 1, then (19) becomes (25).
Set ∀k, d k = l A kl , the update equations of maximizing (25) can be written as follows:
In the future, we will study more inequalities based on sample separation axiom and design more new clustering algorithms.
Cluster Separation Principle
If a clustering result (X, U, Sim) satisfies category separation axiom, then ∀1 ≤ i = j ≤ c, X i = X j . For a good clustering result, it is not enough to just satisfy ∀1 ≤ i = j ≤ c, X i = X j . Usually, the distance among clusters is expected to be as larger as possible.
Therefore, a clustering criterion should make its clustering result follow cluster separation principle as follows:
Cluster Separation Principle: A good clustering result should have the maximum distance among clusters.
Cluster separation principle means that the distance among clusters need to be defined by a clustering algorithm and the distance among clusters should be as larger as possible, which follows that the partition outputted by an algorithm keep away from violating cluster separation axiom as far as possible.
According to the above analysis, it is very natural that a clustering algorithm makes its clustering result satisfy cluster separation axiom. Cluster separation principle requires to develop an clustering criterion of measuring cluster separation.
A general definition of cluster separation criterion can be defined as follows.
Cluster Separation Criterion: J S : {X}×{{X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }|∀i, X i represents X i } → R + is called cluster separation criterion if the optimum of J S (X, {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X c }) corresponds to the clustering result with maximal cluster separation.
Different applications usually leads to different cluster separation criteria. Cluster separation criteria can (Sneath, 1957) minimum distance between clusters
Minimum
Complete Linkage (Sørensen, 1948) furthest distance between clusters Minimum CNM (Clauset et al., 2004) modularity Maximum General stochastic block model (Shen et al., 2011) likelihood Maximum model based clustering (Fraley and Raftery, 2002) likelihood Maximum support vector clustering (Ben-Hur et al., 2002) enclosing sphere of Radius Minimum Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (Xu et al., 2003) Intra-cluster approximation Minimum Addtive clustering (Shepard and Arabie, 1979) Intra-cluster approximation Minimum Information Based clustering (Slonim et al., 2005) Intra-cluster similarity Maximum pairwise data clustering (Hofmann and Buhmann, 1997) Intra-cluster variance Minimum dominant set clustering (Pavan and Pelillo, 2007) Intra-cluster similarity Maximum be considered as clustering criteria. For example, suppose that the data set X is represented by a similarity matrix S(X), and ∀i, X i = X i and c = 2, cut can be defined as (30) (Wu and Leahy, 1993) . Cluster separation criterion requires to minimize (30), which is consistent with minimum cut algorithm.
In the literature, the clustering criteria of some clustering algorithms are indeed developed based on cluster separation principle, such as clustering algorithms in Table 2 , including Girvan and Newman's algorithm (GN algorithm) (Girvan and Newman, 2002) , ratio cut (Wei and Cheng, 1989) , normalized cut (Shi and Malik, 2000) ,Maximum Margin Clustering (Ben-Hur et al., 2002) , and so on.
On Clustering Principles
In the literature, many authors tried to define cluster by internal cohesion (homogeneity) and external isolation (separation), as (Everitt et al., 2011) have declared. For example, (Jain, 2010) said that an ideal cluster can be defined as a set of points that is compact and isolated, more detailed, (Bonner, 1964) defined tight clusters by maximal complete subgraphs of the similarity matrix graph; (Abell, 1958) defined compact cluster as at least 50 members are within a given radial distance of the cluster center. Transparently, the idea of cluster compactness and cluster separation has been used to develop clustering algorithm in the literature, but most definitions about compactness or separation are originated from intuition and applications. In this paper, cluster compactness principle and cluster separation principle have been clearly followed by separation axioms. Moreover, some cluster compactness criteria can be followed by sample separation axiom.
In addition, cluster separation principle has something to do with cluster compactness principle. In special case,it can be proved that cluster separation principle are equivalent to cluster compactness principle. For example, a famous result about C-means can be rewritten as follows.
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } be the given data set, and ∀k, x k ∈ R r , where r ∈ N , and r > 0, and c groups are represented by v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v c respectively, the compactness of cluster X i can be defined as Σ k u ik x k − v i 2 . According to cluster compactness principle, a good partition should correspond to minimizing the sum of the compactness of each cluster as Σ
According to cluster separation principle, a good partition should correspond to maximizing the distance among clusters. If the distance among clusters is de-
n . Transparently, maximizing the above distance among clusters indeed is far away from violating separation axioms as ∀i, v i = x is a totally coincident clustering and violates separation axioms. It is well known that
u ik < n, details can be seen in page 95 of the book (Jain and Dubes, 1988) .
Therefore, maximizing the distance among clusters Σ i Σ k u ik v i − x 2 is equivalent to minimizing the sum of the compactness of each cluster as Σ i Σ k u ik x k − v i 2 . In other words, cluster compactness principle is equivalent to cluster separation principle under the above circumstance. (Girvan and Newman, 2002) Betweenness Maximum Minimum cut (Wu and Leahy, 1993) Cut Minimum Ratio cut (Wei and Cheng, 1989) Ratio Cut Minimum Normalized cut (Shi and Malik, 2000) Normalized cut Minimum Maximum margin clustering (Xu et al., 2004) Margin Maximum However, cluster separation principle is usually not equivalent to cluster compactness principle. Sometimes, cluster separation criterion and cluster compactness criterion can be combined into a clustering criterion in the literature. For example, (Ozdemir and Akarun, 2001) proposed the ICS algorithm, its clustering criterion can be expressed as:
Clearly, the first term of the clustering criterion of ICS reflects cluster compactness principle, the second term of the clustering criterion of ICS is consistent with cluster separation principle.
Generally speaking, when designing a clustering criterion, cluster separation principle and cluster compactness principle are seldom used simultaneously, as it has much more computational complexity when considering cluster separation principle and cluster compactness principle together.
Separation Axioms and Cluster Validity
According to (Liu et al., 2013) , when designing a cluster validity index, two ideas are widely accepted,one is to measure how distinct or well separated a cluster is from other clusters (which is called separation criterion), consistent with our proposed category separation axiom; the other is to measure how compact a cluster itself is (which is called compact criterion), consistent with sample separation axiom. Such two criteria are consistent with cluster separation principle and cluster compactness principle. In the literature, there exists many cluster validity indices only consistent with one or two of the above three principles. For instance, partition coefficient V pc = 1 n i k u 2 ik (Bezdek, 1974) and partition entropy V pe = 1 n i k u ik logu ik (Bezdek, 1975) only reflect cluster compactness principle and Extreme Value Principle. The fuzzy hypervolume validity (Gath and Geva, 1989) only reflects cluster compactness principle. However, different from clustering criterion design, many cluster validity indices in Table 3 are usually developed based on the above three principles together.
As an example, we will show that Xie-Beni Index indeed is consistent with the proposed principles of designing a cluster validity index (Xie and Beni, 1991) .
Xie-Beni Index is a well known cluster validity index for fuzzy C-means, which is defined as (31).
The larger XB(X, U, V ), the worse clustering result (U, V ). The smaller XB(X, U, V ), the better clustering result (U, V ). Transparently, coincident partition will make XB(X, U, V ) approach infinity and thus should be considered as an improper clustering result. In XB(X, U, V ), the numerator represents the compactness of the partition,the denominator represents the separation degree of the partition. Obviously,XB(X, U, V ) simultaneously considers cluster compactness, cluster separation and extreme value principle. Xie-Beni index was not originated from separation axioms but is naturally consistent with our proposed separation axioms. It needs to point out that many recently developed cluster validity indices are consistent with the proposed principles, for example, CVNN (Liu et al., 2013) considers cluster compactness and cluster separation together.
Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper, clustering results are axiomatized according to elementary requirements of cluster analysis. (Kwon, 1998) Minimum
c j=i+1 k min(u ik , u jk )) (Chen and Linkens, 2001 ) Maximum max i max x k x l ∈X i d(x k ,x l ) (Dunn, 1974) Maximum Caliński and Harabasz, 1974) Maximum It it is pointed out that a clustering result should satisfy categorization equivalency principle, sample separation axiom and cluster separation axiom by formalizing the representation of clustering results, otherwise, the elementary requirements of cluster analysis are violated. The proposed separation axioms not only classify clustering results into proper clustering, overlapping clustering and improper clustering, but also classify partition into proper partition, overlapping partition and improper partition. Improper clustering includes coincident clustering, totally coincident clustering. Improper partition includes covering partition, coincident partition, uninformative partition and absolute uninformative partition. What's more, several inequalities on clustering results are also obtained based on sample separation axiom. In addition, sample separation axioms are consistent with two categorization theories in cognitive science.
Based on the common properties of clustering results, we proposed three principles of developing a clustering algorithm, such as categorization equivalency principle, cluster compactness principle and cluster separation principle. Based on categorization equivalency principle, a general framework of iterative clustering algorithm is proposed based on the iteration between cognitive category representation and extensional clustering representation. Based on sample separation axiom, cluster compactness principle not only offers some new interpretations for C-means, Model based clustering, but also results in new clustering algorithms. Based on category separation axiom, cluster separation principle is proposed to design clustering crite-rion. Many popular clustering algorithms follow the proposed principles, although they are not originally developed based on the proposed axioms. Moreover, a good clustering result should be kept far away from violating the proposed separation axioms. Such idea leads to three principles of designing a cluster validity index, including cluster separation principle, cluster compactness principle and extreme value principle, but such three principles are usually taken into account together for designing a cluster validity index.
In the future, we want to further study how to apply separation axioms and categorization equivalency principle in machine learning. First, it is worth investigating whether or not the proposed separation axioms and categorization equivalency axiom are available for classification problem as classification is also a categorization problem. As prototype theory of categorization and exemplar theory of categorization are consistent with sample separation axiom, and such two theories of categorization are available for classification (Jäkel et al., 2008; Graf et al., 2009) , it is easy to guess that separation axioms should hold for classification. Similarly, categorization equivalency axiom should hold for classification. However, if categorization equivalency axiom holds, the classification error will be zero. Hence, classification needs further inverstigation. In the future, we hope to study classification methods based on categorization axioms. Second, we need further study the boundary set with respect to specific clustering algorithm. As overlapping clusters are very related to boundary set, we hope to further study the relation between boundary set and overlap-ping clusters. Third, we need to investigate whether the proposed axioms can introduce more interesting properties about clustering results like Theorem 4 and 5, and develop some new clustering algorithm or cluster validity index. In the final, we hope to investigate the applications of improper clustering when studying the properties of clustering algorithms, in particular, soft clustering algorithm. Moreover, we guess that all soft clustering can output improper clustering result when the corresponding parameters are set improperly and hope to prove this conjecture.
